★ Dreams

All the words are hidden vertically, horizontally or diagonally—in both directions. The letters that remain unused form a sentence from left to right.

SUDDENNIGHTMARE
DRREEBAEFREQUENT
MIENGRKISEUGAVO
SCEPTAENTSWEAT
LODERCWIAGINEON
ENARMENAPNLFEARTEFFSANSWERSARIC
PUEPLEASANTDBTI
WSDIRONFIHAALLD
AIUREEFJUOHCIULE
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FADE
FEAR
FREQUENT
FREUD
HABIT
HINDER
IMAGINE
LATE
LOUD
MESSAGE
NIGHTMARE
PERSPIRE
PLEASANT
PREDICT
RECUR
REMEMBER
REPRESSION
SERIOUS
SLEEPWALKING
STRANGE
SUDDEN
SWEAT
VAGUE

ANSWERS
AWAKEN
BED
BRAIN
BREATHE
CHARACTER
CONFUSING
DOZE OFF
ENJOYABLE